Remember!

Telephones are not toys.
Never call 9-1-1 as a joke.
Never call 9-1-1 to ask for information.
Never call just to see if 9-1-1 works.

When should I call 9-1-1?
1. To get help to someone who is hurt.
2. If I smell smoke or see a fire.
3. If I see someone stealing something.
4. If I see someone hurting someone else.

What should I do when I call 9-1-1?
1. Tell the operator the address, your name, and telephone number.
2. Tell the operator what the emergency is.
3. Do not hang up until they tell you to hang up.
   They may have to ask you more questions.
4. Try to find a grown up.

Cobb County Department of Emergency Communications
Non-Emergency Number
770-499-3911
My name: 
My address: 
My telephone number: 

Important Telephone Numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MARK THE NUMBER

MARK WITH A BLUE CIRCLE THE FIRST NUMBER YOU NEED TO DIAL IN CASE OF EMERGENCY. THEN MARK WITH A RED CIRCLE THE SECOND AND THIRD NUMBERS YOU NEED TO DIAL.

TRAZA UN CÍRCULO AZUL EN EL PRIMER NÚMERO QUE MARCAS AL LLAMAR EN CASO DE UNA EMERGENCIA. LUEGO TRAZA UN CÍRCULO ROJO EN EL SEGUNDO Y TERCER NÚMERO QUE MARCAS.
SWING INTO ACTION
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UNSCRAMBLE THE WORDS TO REVEAL A SECRET MESSAGE!

AND YOU ONLY CALL 9-1-1 WHEN IT’S AN ___E__E___

WORDS
FIRE TRUCK
SAFETY
DANGER
HELP
PARAMEDIC
EMERGENCY
POLICE
AMBULANCE

FBXNPLALSFDFYP
SDFYQAMBHLWZTXT
JHELPKPICNRZPVP
JRZRGBTDANGERA
REMERGENCYXHDHF
BQBWSKGQHVAAID
SDGAUESJSZLQAR
SLAMBULANCTEMIE
LOJRHHHHFNZPZZBT
Ugnacuesbovhir
XQWVXTOWLCMRU
NZBAWIGYJIFQC
GFCRCZUPCRPK
SDNOPARAMEDICE
HEY KIDS!
LET'S MATCH THOSE TWO CALLTAKERS WHO ARE THE SAME!

¡CHIQUITOS!
¡VAMOS A ENCONTRAR A LAS DOS PERSONAS QUE SON IGUALES!

FIND THE 9-1-1 NUMBERS IN THE MAZE AND LOCATE THE EXIT.
WHAT TO DO WHEN 9-1-1 ANSWERS YOUR CALL

1. STAY CALM AND SPEAK CLEARLY.
2. TELL THE 9-1-1 CALL TAKER WHAT IS WRONG AND WHERE YOU NEED HELP.
3. STAY ON THE PHONE UNTIL THE 9-1-1 CALL TAKER TELLS YOU TO HANG UP.

THE NUMBER YOU DIAL IN CASE OF EMERGENCY IS 9-1-1?
2. YOU CAN DIAL 9-1-1 FROM THIS DEVICE?
3. WHEN YOU CALL 9-1-1 STAY ______ AND SPEAK ________
4. YOU ONLY CALL 9-1-1 IN CASE OF AN?
WHEN DO YOU CALL 9-1-1?

CIRCLE THE IMAGES YOU THINK DEPICTS WHEN IT'S OK TO CALL 9-1-1

HELP THESE COMMUNITY WORKERS. FIND THE SHORTEST ROUTE TO THE EMERGENCY.